Burkland Launches Dedicated Services for Healthcare Startups
Expert team delivers deep understanding of healthcare industry and regulatory
environment
11/16/2022 - 9 AM ET / 6AM PT
SAN FRANCISCO--Burkland, a full-service fractional CFO, HR, accounting, and tax
provider, has launched a new dedicated team and suite of services specially designed
to meet the needs of startups in healthcare. An expert group of Burkland financial
professionals is helping these newly founded companies grow, with guidance tailored to
their industry needs and requirements.
“Burkland’s finance and accounting teams have been instrumental in the growth of
Inflammatix,” said Jonathan Romanowsky, Co-Founder of Inflammatix. “From strategy
conversations to tactical execution, the Burkland team was thoughtful, accurate and
responsive. Their work supported numerous initiatives, including our fundraising efforts,
helping Inflammatix to grow as we have.”
Burkland’s Healthcare CFOs, bookkeepers, and tax advisors help guide healthcare
startups through market research, regulatory clearance and compliance, capital
sourcing from healthcare-focused VCs and government grants, reimbursement
structures, and Friendly PC, Management Services Organization (MSO), and
Administrative Services Organization (ASO) entity setup.
“Healthcare startups have specialized needs and face regulatory requirements unique
to their industry,” said Walt Spevak, Managing Director of Burkland's Healthcare Group.
“For founders in life sciences, biotech, pharma, medical devices, digital health, and
telemedicine, it’s critical to have expertise that spans the value chain with a deep
understanding of current and evolving regulations.”
Burkland services for healthcare include regulatory approval process and reporting,
financial modeling and scenario analysis, and venture capital raises and debt
financings. Fractional CFOs can assist in tracking working capital and cash flow
management, as well as contracts, payment, and reimbursements. In addition, Burkland
also offers targeted People Operations services for healthcare startups, including HIPAA
compliance and strategies for recruiting, retention, and employee engagement.

For more startup resources and information, see “The Smarter Startup” and explore
Burkland’s targeted Healthcare offerings.
About Burkland
Burkland is a full-service fractional CFO, Accountancy, Tax, and HR provider, serving
more than 650+ venture-backed startups across the United States. SaaS, Healthcare,
Fintech and Consumer startups rely on Burkland for smarter finance, accounting,
People Operations, and tax guidance to grow with confidence. As a leader in market
share in the industry, we pride ourselves on giving startups expertise that makes
economic sense for all growth stages, ranging from Pre-Seed to Series C. Our
on-demand CFOs, Accountants, People Partners, and Tax Experts give strategic
guidance to ease a company’s growing pains and provide insight to scale. Learn more
at https://burklandassociates.com.
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